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1. The Torino 2006 OWGs in a      

comparative perspective: some basic 

data
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…… and and become become more more costlycostly ((organization costs organization costs alone, alone, values values in in 

US $ US $ millionmillion, at , at constant  constant  2000 2000 pricesprices))
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Unlike some USA OWGs, Torino 2006 was an 

“expensive” edition of the Games, with huge 

investments, 93% publicly financed, of various 

nature and location (values in US $ million, at current prices )
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2. The many legacies of Torino 2006 for 

the International Olympic Movement
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Legacies of TOROC for the Olympic 

Movement are manyfold

A single worthwhile source of information are the materials 
processed during the Torino 2006 official de-briefing 
(Vancouver, July 10-14, 2006), attended by some 300 Olympic 
officials from around the world  (12 from LOCOG).

TOROC officials presented and discussed the Torino 2006 
Olympic experience, grouped into three main areas: 

1. The Torino Olympic Product

2. Management Integration

3. Olympic Stakeholder Experience.

IOC had internal debriefs too and approved a syntesis 
document (Final Analysis & Recommendation), addressing  
168 issues (from A, forAccreditation, to V, for Vision/Promotion 
of the Games). 
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Torino 2006 Winter Olympic Games - Final 

Analysis and Recommendations (IOC, Oct. 

2006)/1

Analysis and Recommendations are intended to form “a key 
component of the IOC’s long-term objective to facilitate the transfer 
of knowledge to future Games Organizers, as well as provide an 
opportunity to evolve the policies, processes and tools for Games 
management”.

One can have a rough but general idea of which TOROC’s 
contributions have been just realizing that 46.2% of the total 
issues of that document were raised by TOROC (42% 
TOROC alone; 3% jointly with Stakeholder Representative; 
1.2% jointly with IOC). 

On the other hand, it’s at the issues raised by IOC (53.8% of 
total) that one have to look in order to find possible critical 
points of TOROC’s organization.
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Torino 2006 Winter Olympic Games - Final 

Analysis and Recommendations (IOC, Oct. 

2006)/2
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Torino 2006 Winter Olympic Games - Final 

Analysis and Recommendations (IOC, Oct. 

2006): an example of TOROC contributions to 

IOC

1. Test events are very useful: to be extended to non-
competition venues & other testing opportunities in the city

2. Establish strong, central, experienced team to determine 
top-down strategy for testing

3. Align venuisation process according to the end of the 
venue construction

4. Take into account the operational view of stakeholder 
through dedicated meetings

5. Use Test Events to test staff & operations “under stress”

6. Integrate Paralympic testing needs into overall 
programme
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In addition, four (original or so) 

contributions of Torino 2006 to the Olympic 

Movement

1. The idea that a middle-sized historical town like Turin, not 

in the mountains, in a process of trasformation from its 

manufacturing-town past, in alliance with its Alp towns and 

villages (Pinerolo, Torre Pellice, Pragelato, Sestriere, 

Cesana, Claviere, Sauze d’Oulx, Bardonecchia, all 

together the “Olympic territory”), can host a successful 

edition of OWGs.
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The Susa Valley

The Chisone Valley

Torino Torino 2006: a complex spatial structure 2006: a complex spatial structure 

on a provincial scaleon a provincial scale
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2. A “look of the City” (and, to a minor extent, a “look of the 

Mountains), not restricted to Olympic facilities and making 

also use of proprietary banners, different from the official 

Olympic ones: a long resisted by IOC, but a winning idea 

(that has already been imitated, e.g.Doha 2006 Asian 

Games).
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Banner rhythms of Torino 2006  (red-orange in 

Turin, blue-green in the Mountains)
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Torino 2006: Look of the City (Turin)
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Torino 2006: look of the Mountains
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The Asian Games: a similar look in Doha (Dec. 2006)
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3. Award cerimonies alternatively took place in the game 
fields or  in a central, historical (and beautiful) Baroque 
square of Turin: piazza Castello, renamed Medals plaza 
(and, as such, become one of the symbols of Torino 2006). 
The choice stemmed from Torino 2006 vision of the 
Games: 

<< the “piazza” is the perfect Olympic and Italian metaphor for 
expressing the Ideals of the Games — friendship, fair play, 
participation and respect— while offering a modern 
interpretation of the Italian spirit and passion. In this 
perspective it is a place of passion and participation, where 
culture, style, technology, taste, sport and environment 

meet>>. (from Torino 2006 Debrief)
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Piazza Castello, in the center of historical Turin…
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…became Medals Plaza  (where many medals were 

awarded, following one hour free international 

musical show)

QuickTime™ e un
decompressore TIFF (LZW)

sono necessari per visualizzare quest'immagine.
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4. ItalyArt: an unusually wide (103 events, held in 50 

different locations) and long lasting (8 months) 

Cultural Olympyad, with a good audience (475.000 

spectators)
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QuickTime™ e un
decompressore TIFF (LZW)

sono necessari per visualizzare quest'immagine.
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QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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There are negative lessons, too, of Torino 

2006 for the Olympic Movement

Among them:

� be sure to have the the full backing of the central 
government. For Torino 2006 this happened for the financial 
side, not for the communicative one (apparently for 
“political” reasons): Torino 2006 were considered (and 
treated by RAI, the public radioTV corporation) as a local, 
instead of national, event

� as a consequence, the Italian attendance to the Games 
was lesser than foreseen 

� as a further consequence, some Italian sponsors in the end 
did’nt materialize: hence the financial difficulties of TOROC 
and the final deficit (even if minor: 0.3%)



3. Torino 2006 and the Olympic 

territories: which legacies till now?
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Three scenarios for the Olympic legacy

Before the Olympic games the OMERO group had defined 
three possible scenarios for the future of Olympic legacy:

� “inertial”

� “network of excellence”

� “creative maturity”

After the Games an investigation has been made in order 
to analyze the stakeholders’ perceptions  on Olympic 
legacy
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1.The “inertial” scenario

� The social and spatial evolution of the territory follows the 
trends already present before 2006

� Each local system tries to take advantage from its own 
resources

� No general vision, no governance (but at a local level)

� The attention is focused only on material resources
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2. The « network of excellence » scenario

� Creation of a network of activities that can play an 
important role at an international level

� Turin as a pole for attracting new events + alpine sports 
localities 

� Presence of a vision shared by « excellent »
stakeholders 

� New type of top down governance, that overlaps to 
“ordinary” local governance
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3. The « creative maturity » scenario

� Creation of an integrated territory for sports, leisure, 
culture

� Focus both on international tourism market, and on 
regional demand

� Not only a network of « excellent places »: all local 
communities are involved 

� Inhabitants’ quality of life + leisure, sports, fitness, 
culture for tourists (different targets)

� Attention for sustainability

� Bottom up + top down governance
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After the Games: an analysis of 

stakeholders’ perceptions

� During the spring 2007, 33 Olympic stakeholders 
have been interviewed:

�16 local politicians

�13 economic and social actors

�4 technicians and experts

Topics: an evaluation of the results of the Olympic 
phase, the Olympic legacy and the future of the local 
systems.
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The stakeholders’ perceptions: general 

features

� The Olympic phase has been successful and has 
improved the capacity of acting together 

� However, after the Games, the tension fell down and 
the common action enfeebled 

� As a consequence, each local system developed 
different plans and visions

� Among “alpine” stakeholders: perception of a Turin’s 
dominance 
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Main positive aspects

For Alpine Valleys

� Renewal of sports 
facilities

� Improvement of 
accessibility

� Improvement of tourism 
facilities

� More local identity
� More collaboration 

between alpine 
institutions

For Turin

� Increase in self-reliance
� A new international 

image of Turin (“putting 
the city on the maps”)

� Urban renewal
� Increase in urban 

infrastructure
� New opportunities for 

urban tourism
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Main negative aspects

For Alpine Valleys

� No general vision for the 
future of the area has 
been created

� The tourism model has not 
changed in a significant 
way

� Risks of cultural 
dependence from the 
mega-events

For Turin

� After the Games 
decrease in financing

� Lack of a lasting 
governance

� The local human capital 
and skills have not been 
absorbed by labor 
market in an adequate 
way
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Different options about the future scenarios

� Many “alpine” stakeholders prefer the “mature 
creativity” scenario

� However, some of them think that a new 
collaboration with Turin would be impossible

� Many “urban” stakeholders prefer the “network of 
excellence” scenario

� They are interested in future events in which the 
city will play a central role (the celebration of 150 
years from Italy’s political union)
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In the meantime, the seven main Olympic 

structures…

… under the coordination of TOP (Torino 2006 Olympic 
Park, a public-private foundation), in 2007:

� remained all open

� have been used for 1,101 days, with a total attendance of 
about 900.000 spectators and 81 events

� and showed a financial deficit of 6.6 million € (-23% than 
forecast): the budget balance is foreseen for the year 
2011.
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A final question about the long term legacies of 

Torino 2006

“What about the search for new events?”

Three alternative ideas

1. Olympic Games have been an exceptional 
moment: it would be wrong to search for other 
similar mega-events

2. The city must attract every type of great and small 
events, in order to re-use the Olympic structures

3. The city must specialize in some kinds of events: 

e.g. based on cinema, contemporary arts, winter 

sports


